
Our company is looking for a franchised sales. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for franchised sales

Selling for both Residence Inn and Fairfield Inn Independence
Maintain regular attendance in compliance with Aimbridge Hospitality
standards, as required by scheduling which will vary according to the needs
of the hotel, but which will include a mandatory daily ABR meeting
Maintain high standards of personal appearance and grooming, which include
compliance with the Aimbridge Hospitality dress code and wearing name tag
when working (per brand standards)
Must comply with attainment of individual goals
Make sales appointments and cold calls to consistently prospect accounts for
all direct sales segments
Assist in implementing special promotions relating to direct sales segments
sales blitzes
Creating and distributing department information as appropriate (Banquet
Event Orders, Catering information)
Responds to telephone inquiries regarding hotel availability
Meets with and maintains rapport with individuals and contacts in order to
produce groups and/or convention business, to include Guest room, meeting
space, services and Catering/Banquet sales for both the group and transient
markets
Buys and places all hotel advertising within the guidelines and budgetary
requirements as stated in the annual marketing plan and budget
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Conducts weekly sales meetings and other communication opportunities
Conducts a professional, thorough site inspection of the hotel with clients,
exhibiting key features and benefits of the property, and (as applicable)
Identifies opportunities and develops strategies to increase share
Uses property's computerized sales management system to manage the
hotel's business, including (but not limited to) generating reports, entering
business, blocking space and building accounts
Coordinates and directs preparation of the monthly rooms revenue reforecast
for the current and upcoming months and assist in ensuring accuracy within
5% margin of error
Abides by Prime Selling Time (PST)
Proven success in re-positioning a direct sales team from low-rated business
to success in high-rated segments


